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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a two-step particle �ltering method for
achieving robust DOA estimation under noisy environments.
The proposed method aims at fusing the advantages of tra-
ditional cross-correlation (CC) and generalized (whitened)
cross-correlation (WCC) methods, which are a CC method
taking power information into account and a WCC method
having a sharp peak in a cross-correlation function. We
regard recti�ed CC and WCC functions as likelihood. The
two-step �ltering is carried out on bi-dimensional, spectro-
spatial state space. Experimental results under noisy and
slightly reverberant environments show that the proposed
method is superior to CC and WCC methods both in accu-
racy and stability.

1. INTRODUCTION
Direction-Of-Arrival (DOA) plays an important role in the
�eld of acoustic signal processing, for example, beam-
steering for speech enhancement [1]. Cross-correlation (CC)
between two received signals has been widely used for esti-
mating the DOA due to its simplicity and ef�ciency. A CC
function roughly estimates a DOA with a blunt peak, thus
the estimate is not accurate. There are many approaches to
improve the accuracy. Among those approaches, general-
ized cross-correlation (GCC) method [2] is one of the most
popular techniques. For GCC in this paper, whitened �l-
ter is introduced for calculating a whitened cross-correlation
(WCC) function with wide-band signals such as speech sig-
nals. Wide-band signals usually enable to yield sharp main-
lobes in correlation functions, so we can have accurate esti-
mates. WCC method assumes that the band-width of the tar-
get signal is wider than those of interferences. Under wide-
band interference environments such as multiple speaker en-
vironments, however, it is hard for the WCC method to cor-
rectly �nd the DOA of the target signal. This is because of the
whitening operation carried out in each frequency bin lead-
ing to a global DOA dominated by the interference with the
widest band-width even in high Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
conditions.

We deal with a cross-correlation-based DOA �nder by
using a particle �ltering technique. Particle �lter is a state-
of-the-art stochastic Bayesian �lter, because it can estimate
posterior distributions with relax assumptions on stochas-
tic behaviors of observations [3]. Target tracking is one of
the suitable problems to be solved by particle �lters, since
trajectories of moving targets can be modeled by Markov
process even under non-Gaussian, non-stationary, practical
noise environments. Recently, a number of particle �ltering
approaches have been proposed in various �elds, and they

have been expected to achieve robust DOA estimation in ad-
verse environments. As a pioneering work, Vermaak and
Blake show that non-linear �ltering is effective for speaker
tracking under reverberant environments [4]. In this work,
they model the dynamics of DOAs in the form of random
model, and the DOA estimation itself is done by a rather sim-
ple method. Ward and Williamson proposed the particle �l-
ter beamforming technique for sound source localization [5].
Generally, it is necessary for beamformer-based approaches
to prepare a lot of carefully-positioned microphones. Asoh
et al. aimed at fusing audio and video information by parti-
cle �ltering for multiple speaker tracking [6]. In the method,
MUSIC algorithm [7] is employed to obtain DOA estimates
from audio inputs, however the parametric MUSIC algorithm
requires to estimate the number of sources in advance. Fur-
ther investigation is needed to achieve robust DOA estima-
tion in adverse conditions.

In this paper, we propose a two-step particle �ltering
method to fuse the advantages of both CC and WCC meth-
ods. Posterior distribution over bi-dimensional, spectro-
spatial state space, which is speci�ed by frequency and time
lag, gives DOA by �nding the maximum peak in time lag
direction. This is effectively achieved by particles as fol-
lows. We regard recti�ed CC and WCC functions as likeli-
hoods. The likelihood is used to determine weights for par-
ticles in a two-step way: CC likelihood leads particles to a
rough DOA region, and the second �ltering with WCC like-
lihood aims at concentrating the particles near the true DOA
on spectro-spatial space. We regard kernel density in terms
of time lag as a global correlation function, which gives a
DOA estimate. The proposed method also yields a smooth
DOA trajectory, since time evolution of DOA in each short-
term frame is modeled by Markov process.

Rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we formulate a signal model for DOA estimation, and re-
view CC, GCC, and WCC methods. In Section 3, a new
approach is proposed to fuse respective advantages of both
CC and WCC methods by two-step particle �ltering on bi-
dimensional spectro-spatial space. In Section 4, we con�rm
the performance of the proposed method under an adverse
environment, compared with the conventional CC and WCC
methods. Finally, conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. DOA ESTIMATION BY
CROSS-CORRELATION-BASED APPROACH

2.1 Signal model
Let us assume that a target signal s(t) is received by a pair
of spatially-separated microphones. The signals, xi(t) and
x j(t), which are received by the microphones Mi and M j, can
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Figure 1: Examples of CC and WCC functions are plotted
in left and right panels, respectively. Even in 15 dB SNR
conditions, WCC functions may fail in �nding the true DOA
of the target signal in the presence of wide-band interference.

be modeled as follows.
{

xi(t) = hi(t)∗ s(t)+ ni(t),
x j(t) = h j(t)∗ s(t− t)+ n j(t), (1)

where hi(t) represents a room impulse response between the
sound source and the microphone Mi, ni(t) is additive noise
as a mixture of measuring noise and acoustic signals deliv-
ered by non-target sound sources, and t is the time lag of
the signal arriving at the microphones Mi and M j. For far-
�eld sound sources, assuming that hi(t) ≈ h j(t), difference
in phase is much important for DOA estimation than that in
amplitude.

2.2 Cross-correlation-based DOA estimation
Concerning DOA estimation, cross-correlation-based ap-
proach is widely used due to its simplicity. DOA is given
straightforwardly from the time lag t with the peak in a CC
function. CC function has a blunt peak. On the other hand,
WCC function has the sharp peak in a correlation function
[2]. The GCC function Rxix j (t) is de�ned as follows.

Rxix j (t) =
∫ ¥

−¥
Y( f )r(t, f )d f , (2)

r(t, f ) = Xi( f )X∗j ( f )e j2p f t , (3)

where Xi( f ) and X j( f ) are the short-term Fourier transforms
(STFTs) with Hanning windows of received signals xi(t) and
x j(t), respectively, and ∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
Provided the generalizing operator Y( f ) takes a constant
value over the whole frequency, Rxix j (t) becomes a conven-
tional CC function. It is certain that a matched �lter would
be optimum as the operator Y( f ), if target signal could be
exactly estimated.

The WCC method employs the whitening operator as

Y( f ) =
1

|Xi( f )||X j( f )| . (4)

In each frequency bin, WCC method accurately �nds the lo-
cal DOA of the signal having the highest energy in the bin.
Figure 1 shows examples of CC and WCC functions in each
bin, when a target speech signal comes from -10 degrees in a
wide-band noise condition (15 dB SNR). In the �rst formant
frequency around 1.3 kHz, the CC function gives the true
DOA roughly, and is less affected by noise perspectively. On
the other hand, the WCC function gives the true DOA more

accurately at the formant frequency, but it may have improper
DOA estimates in other frequencies in presence of wide-band
noise even in high SNR condition.

3. ROBUST DOA ESTIMATION BY TWO-STEP
PARTICLE FILTERING

3.1 Motivation
Generally, WCC method has the advantage of accuracy in
DOA estimation compared with a conventional CC method
[2]. When the band-width of an interference is wider than
that of the target signal, however, the WCC function is not
superior to the CC function in �nding the true DOA. This
is because a WCC function gives a DOA in each frequency
irrelevant to energy distribution, and a global DOA is deter-
mined by vote of the DOA estimates in the whole frequency.
Therefore, the signal with the widest band-width dominates
the �nal decision of DOA estimation.

This paper proposes to fuse the advantages of CC and
WCC methods by two-step particle �ltering. Assuming SNR
is positive, CC function gives rough DOA estimates as the
�rst step. We expect that the rough DOA estimates contribute
greatly to �nding the true DOA by a WCC function in the
second step. Particle �lter is effective to yield smooth DOA
trajectory considering the dynamics of DOA in each short-
term frame [4].

3.2 Problem statement
Particle �lter is �exible on modeling the system compared
with other Bayesian �lters such like traditional Kalman �lters
and extended Wiener �lters, because it does not require any
linearity or Gaussianity on the model. Temporal trajectory of
DOA is modeled by a state space model, and it is estimated
through the state estimation procedure using particle �lters.

In the k-th frame, sampled signals are denoted as xi,k ≡
xi(tk : tk+1) and x j,k ≡ x j(tk : tk+1) with the observed con-
tinuous signals in time between tk and tk+1. Observation is
simply noted as xk = (xi,k, x j,k). State estimation is recur-
sively done with the state z ≡ (t, f ) on the spectro-spatial
state space, that is speci�ed by frequency f and time lag t .
Posterior distribution p(z1:k |x1:k) is estimated with sampled
signals up to the k-th frame, x1:k, by particle �ltering in the
section 3.3.

System model:

Time evolution of the state zk, which consists of tk and fk, is
assumed to be smoothly changed, and is modeled as

{
tk = tk−1 + n(t)

k ,

fk = fk−1 + n( f )
k ,

(5)

where, n(t)
k ∼ N(0, s2t ) and n( f )

k ∼ N(0, s2
f ), are system

noises.

Observation model:

Both CC and WCC functions are calculated from the obser-
vations xk through their STFTs.

R(Q)
xk

(t) = å
f∈{F1,F2,...,FN}

Y(Q)
k ( f )rk(t, f ), (6)
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Figure 2: Explanatory illustration of two-step particle �ltering on spectro-spatial state space. In STEP 0, uniform distribution
is applied. In STEP 1 and STEP 3, particles are �ltered out with updated weights by CC and WCC likelihoods, respectively.
In STEP 4, kernel density is obtained in terms of time lag, and it is regarded as global correlation function.

where R(Q)
xk

(t) corresponds to either CC or WCC function de-
pending on Q ∈ {CC,WCC}. We represent sub-band CC or
sub-band WCC function as R(Q)

xk
(t,b) in the b-th frequency

bin by taking the summation over the bin. We regard recti�ed
sub-band CC and WCC functions as likelihood such that

p(Q)(xk | zk) µ R+(Q)

xk (t, f ), (7)

where R+ means a half-wave recti�ed correlation function.

State estimation:

State estimation is formally carried out, and the posterior dis-
tribution p(z1:k |x1:k) is recursively obtained as

p(z1:k |x1:k) µ p(z1:k−1 |x1:k−1)p(xk | zk)p(zk | zk−1). (8)
In the two-step �ltering scheme, we use

p(xk | zk)≈




p(CC)(xk | zk), for 1st step �ltering,

p(WCC)(xk | zk), for 2nd step �ltering.
(9)

3.3 State estimation by particle �ltering
Sequential state estimation is carried out by updating
weighted particles according to Eq. (8). In the �rst �lter-
ing step, we employ a bootstrap �lter which uses the sys-
tem model as proposal (see [3] for more details). We expect
that resulting particles are well arranged in this step. In the
second �ltering step, only weights are updated according to
WCC likelihood. Thus, particles {zk} with weights {wk} are
updated sequentially according to CC and WCC likelihood
by turns

{(zk−1, wk−1)} CC−→ {( �zk, �wk)}WCC−→ {(zk, wk)}. (10)

The two-step particle �ltering is performed as below.
Figure 2 gives a conceptual illustration.

STEP 0: (initial distribution)

Uniform distribution is adopted, and particles are drawn
according to the distribution.

STEP 1: (1st step �ltering by CC)
Particles at time k are drawn from the system model with
particles of the previous ime step, and the weights are
updated.

�z(l)
k ∼ p(zk |z(l)

k−1). (11)

�w(l)
k µ w(l)

k−1 · p(CC)(xk | �z(l)
k ). (12)

The �ltered particles { �z(l)
k }M

l=1 distribute mostly accord-
ing to signal energy. This corresponds to a rough DOA
estimate.

STEP 2: (resampling)
The particles { �z(l)

k }M
l=1 are resampled in proportion to

the weight { �w(l)
k }M

l=1. Then we have resampled particles
{ �z(l)

k }M
l=1 with uniform weights. In the next step, this set

of particles is used as the proposal particle distribution.

STEP 3: (2nd step �ltering by WCC)
WCC likelihood updates the weights for the particles
{ �z(l)

k }M
l=1 as

w(l)
k µ p(WCC)(xk | �z(l)

k ). (13)

The �ltered particles { �z(l)
k }M

l=1 and weight {w(l)
k }M

l=1 are
delivered to the next frame.

STEP 4: (�nding DOA)
The particles are resampled, and kernel density as a
global correlation function is obtained in terms of time
lag. DOA is estimated from the time lag with the peak in
the global correlation function.

STEP 5: go to STEP 1

No process is carried out during silence (low energy) pe-
riod. Consequently, when signal onset is detected, we need
to re-initialize particle set in an appropriate way. For the re-
initialization, we use a DOA histogram formed by the whole
DOA estimate in past. We adopt a distribution consisting of
the DOA histogram in time lag axis and an uniform distribu-
tion in frequency axis.
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Figure 3: DOAs estimated in each short-term frame by the
proposed ('•'), WCC ('2'), and CC ('×') methods in 10 dB
SNR condition. The true DOA was changed from 16 degrees
to 0 degree at 1.0 [s].
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Figure 4: Histogram of DOA estimates obtained by the pro-
posed method over 4,318 frames (total data size is 46 s in
time). The true DOA was set at 0 degree or 16 degrees, while
either of two sources generated speech signals.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
4.1 Experimental condition
Performance of the proposed method was evaluated by us-
ing data acquired by a pair of microphones in a real room
(7.0 m × 4.1 m × 2.6 m, reverberation time was 0.23 s ap-
proximately). In the room, two microphones (audio-technica
AT805F) were placed with the spacing of 0.15 m, and two
loud speakers (BOSE 101) were placed at 0 degree (the
front) and 16 degrees. Either loud speaker played target sig-
nals alternately. Connected digit speech utterances, which
were partially selected from the TI-digit speech database
[8], were prepared as target signals. The recorded signals
were originally distorted by background noises and room re-
verberation. To obtain noisy speech signal at 10 dB SNR,
channel-independent white Gaussian noises were added to
the recorded speech signals in a computer. DOA estimation
with two-step particle �ltering was performed with 3,498
particles every 10.6 ms. DOA estimation was also carried
out with CC and WCC methods as references.

4.2 Experimental result
Figure 3 shows a snapshot of DOA estimates by the proposed
(marked by '•'), WCC (marked by '2'), and CC (marked by
'×') methods, respectively. Histogram of the whole DOAs
estimate over 4,318 frames is shown in Fig. 4. In the his-
togram, the skirts of two peaks are formed by estimation er-
ror, which was occurred near the time that an active source
switches over. Afterward estimation proceeded through re-
cursive procedure, the proposed method seldom failed in
�nding true DOAs as shown in Fig. 3. The experimental re-
sults indicate that the proposed method outperforms conven-
tional CC and WCC methods over local accuracy and stabil-
ity (global accuracy).

5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a robust DOA estimation technique by
two-step particle �ltering under adverse environments. The
proposed method aims at fusing the advantages of CC and
WCC methods on a spectro-spatial domain, which is speci-
�ed by frequency and time lag. We regard both of recti�ed
sub-band CC and WCC functions as likelihoods to update the
weights for particles on the spectro-spatial space. The pro-
posed method has signi�cant advantage over conventional
CC and WCC methods in terms of both accuracy and stabil-
ity. Further investigation is to deal with concurrent multiple
sound source with reasonable computational cost.
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